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Wellness-Fitness Toolbox
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Wellness-Fitness Committee

Purpose of this Document

To provide fire administrations and labor leaders with program ideas and best practices
that they can implement to improve the wellness and fitness of their personnel.

Contributors:
Public Safety Medical: PublicSafetyMed.com

Indiana Fire Chiefs Association: IndFireChiefs.org
The Professional Fire Fighters’ Union of Indiana: PFFUI.com
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Wellness Fitness Initiative (WFI)

What is the WFI?

In 1997, the International Association of Firefighters (IAFF) and the International

Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC) came together to design medical, fitness, and

mental health interventions as a response to the alarming levels of heart attacks

and overuse injuries in the fire service. What emerged from this effort was the

Wellness-Fitness Initiative (WFI), a best practices approach towards decreasing

health risks and worker’s compensation expenses in firefighters. This initiative has

since been adopted by NFPA and recommended by the NFFF as the gold standard

for reducing disease and injury.

Why should a department implement the Wellness-Fitness Initiative?

The WFI Medical and Fitness Evaluations make sense in today’s fire service. First, it is an obvious matter of

public trust that a firefighter is fit and healthy enough to do their job safely, besides meeting all the training

standards. The modern firefighter also has an expectation of being able to expand their personal wellness

interest and health. So if a wellness/fitness plan is an expectation of both the public and firefighter, what

issue could possibly prohibit such a program?

Second, if we truly care about the well-being of our personnel and their family, we will prioritize efforts to

reduce fire service related health issues such as: heart disease, cancers, infectious diseases, and injuries.

We can’t turn a blind eye to the glaring exposures and risks of the job.

From a financial perspective, the cost of such a program is the first thing that comes to mind. But really, it is

more an issue of “pay me now or pay me later”. How much budget money is eaten up by injuries and sick

leave? Is there a financial liability with an unfit firefighter? Certainly. The old saying of “you get what you

pay for” is a rule true in human assets too. The cost of the program has long term benefits for the welfare of

the firefighter and the public.

How will the Wellness-Fitness Initiative actually improve wellness and fitness in the department?

Keep in mind that it is a program, not a quick fix. The actual wellness and fitness improvements happen over

a period of time. The total wellness/fitness concept is more an expectation with today’s firefighter

generation. The stereotype culture defining past generations were that they liked fried chicken and gravy,

and sat all day watching TV or playing cards in the fire house. The new program calls for participation and

promotes teamwork because everyone participates. The program sets goals that become achievable

because of the learning and exercising together.

What are some tips that will help departments achieve success with a WFI?

Program success is dependent on time, total participation by the workforce (including union and

management), and department policies that promote the program and the wellness culture. Your personnel

need to see the program as achievable, if possible fun, and of course non-punitive. It is a program that can

change the fire service culture for the good of the service, the individual and the citizen. A hard-nosed,

complicated, and threatening program is doomed.

For more information, please consult the Wellness Fitness Initiative 3
rd

Edition at IAFF.org or contact Public

Safety Medical at PublicSafetyMed.com.

Major contributor: Keith Smith - Current Carmel Fire Chief, former Indianapolis and Westfield Fire Chief.
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OSHA Respirator Clearance

What is an OSHA Respirator Clearance?

First responders are required to wear a respirator under certain conditions. As a result, OSHA

requires annual respirator clearances in accordance with OSHA 1910.134. Some personnel will be

cleared by filling out a questionnaire. However, many may be risk stratified for a medical

examination to ensure that they are medically able to wear a respirator. This is up to the medical

judgment of the physician performing the evaluations, as well as criteria outlined by OSHA.

Why should a department implement an OSHA Respirator Clearance?

OSHA is a legal requirement. The department places great liability on themselves if their

personnel are not medically cleared each year for respirator use.

How will the OSHA Respirator Clearance actually improve wellness and fitness in the department?

By ensuring that our personnel are able to wear a respirator without medical complications, we

prevent sudden incapacitation that can lead to disability and death.

What are some tips that will help departments establish an OSHA Respirator Clearance Program?

Educate your personnel on the risks associated with respirator use. Also, educate them on ways

they can decrease their risk for sudden incapacitation from respirator use by improving their health.

Either way, education is key.

For more information, please consult OSHA CFR 1910.134 at OSHA.gov or contact Public Safety

Medical at PublicSafetyMed.com.
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Work Performance Evaluations

What is a Work Performance Evaluation?

A work performance evaluation is a series of job related tests that gauge the ability for incumbent

firefighters to perform their essential job functions on the fireground.

Why should a department implement a Work Performance Evaluation?

A work performance evaluation can help identify individuals with a fitness capacity that is too low to

perform their job. By instituting a work performance evaluation, these individuals can be flagged

for case management and fitness rehabilitation. Without this work performance evaluation, a

firefighter with subpar fitness levels can be a liability to themselves, to other firefighters, and to the

general public when on the fireground.

How will a Work Performance Evaluation actually improve

wellness and fitness in the department?

A work performance evaluation can help provide external

motivation to those with low fitness levels. Also, by utilizing a

work performance evaluation, a fire department can prevent

at-risk firefighters from experiencing severe and potentially

career-ending injuries.

What are some tips to help departments achieve success with a Work Performance Evaluation?

First, if you are going to utilize a work performance evaluation for the purposes of fit-for-duty, you

will need to ensure that the work performance evaluation is court-defensible. Second, you will

want to include your local union leadership and your peer fitness trainers on the steering

committee. Third, you will want to provide your firefighters with an opportunity to practice the work

performance evaluation prior to the actual test. Fourth, if some are unable to complete the work

performance evaluation within the set criteria, you will want to establish a protocol to help them

improve their fitness capacity, so that they can pass the evaluation.

For more information, contact Public Safety Medical at PublicSafetyMed.com.
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Peer Fitness Trainers

What are Peer Fitness Trainers?

Peer Fitness Trainers are designated personnel in the fire department that are certified through the

American Council on Exercise. They were created by the IAFF to be used as resources in a fire

department’s wellness and fitness program. They possess the knowledge and skills required to

design and implement fitness programs, improve the wellness and fitness of the uniformed

members in their departments, assist in the physical training of recruits, and assist the broader

community in achieving wellness and fitness.

Why should a department certify firefighters as Peer Fitness Trainers?

Peer Fitness Trainers are a cost effective way to incorporate year-round interventions in the

department. They can help improve the wellness and fitness of firefighters, ultimately leading to

decreased health insurance and worker’s compensation expenses. Also, Peer Fitness Trainers

can help create a positive culture for health improvement.

How will Peer Fitness Trainers actually improve wellness and

fitness in the department?

As mentioned above, peer fitness trainers can design and

implement fitness programs. This becomes very helpful for

those that would like to improve their overall wellness and

fitness. Also, by having resident experts in fitness, they can

ensure that firefighters aren’t getting injured in their aerobic and

weight lifting routines by providing training and education.

What are some tips that will help departments achieve success with Peer Fitness Trainers?

Measure something. Define what success is for a peer fitness trainer and provide them with

resources to achieve the goals that you set for them. Also, have them partner with your medical

director. They may not be privy to certain medical data, but your medical director should be able to

provide them with aggregate health risks that can be targeted by the peer fitness trainer.

For more information, contact Public Safety Medical at PublicSafetyMed.com or visit IAFF.org
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Tobacco Cessation Program

What is a Tobacco Cessation program?

A tobacco cessation program is focused on helping participants reduce and/or quit tobacco usage.

This intervention can occur in a individualized setting and/or in a group setting.

Why should a department implement a Tobacco Cessation program?

Tobacco usage has a strong impact on health insurance expenses. In fact, it is one of the

determinants that health insurance providers use when calculating health risks for a group of

people. By helping personnel reduce and/or quit tobacco usage, departments should experience a

positive savings. In regards to firefighters, tobacco has even more of an impact on their well-being.

According to Harvard Professor Stephanos Kales, 40% of firefighters who die from heart attacks in

the line of duty are smokers.

How will a Tobacco Cessation program actually improve

wellness and fitness in the department?

By helping firefighters reduce and/or quit tobacco usage,

they will not experience the significant impact that tobacco

brings on respiratory performance, cardiovascular

performance, and overall wellness. According to the

American Heart Association, smokers live on average 13

to 14 years less than non-smokers. Smoking and tobacco

cessation should have a positive effect on life expectancy

as well.

What are some tips that will help departments establish a Tobacco Cessation program?

Start with a non-punitive approach to tobacco cessation. Often times, tobacco users have

unsuccessfully tried to quit and now feel helpless. By starting with an approach filled with empathy

and support, tobacco users will have greater motivation and confidence to quit. Also, partner with

your medical director and peer fitness trainers to help members reduce tobacco usage.

For more information, contact Public Safety Medical at PublicSafetyMed.com.
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Cooking School/ Nutrition Classes

What is a cooking school/nutrition class?

This type of program is one that educates firefighters on the impact of nutrition on their overall

health, and demonstrates ways to cook healthy food. This

practical, and simple for firefighters to implement into their normal day

Why should a department implement a cooking school/nutrition class?

Health risks associated with being overweight or obese

expensive. A healthier population would (or should in theory) save on health costs. Better health

could improve attendance (less sick days) and injury costs as the fire department should have less

injuries (stronger resistance to injury). A healthier firefighter may be more apt to work out, which

would also improve overall performance.

Sleep health, nutrition, physical fitness, fi

important components to improve wellness and fitness.

What are some tips that can help departments be successful with a cooking school / nutrition

class?

Nutrition class needs to cover proper eatin

specific recipes that would be appealing to firefighters. Also, it is very important that nutrition also

covers hydration. Statistics show that most firefighters show up to the firehouse already

dehydrated. Proper hydration is linked to good performance during physical activity and it reduces

the risk of cardiac events.

For more information, contact Public Safety Medical at

Major contributor:

Pedro Caceres, Division Chief of Tr
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wellness and fitness in the department?

Better nutrition will decrease disease and injury risks.

However, better nutritional habits will not change overnight.

This is an area of great cultural change. It needs to be

presented in a positive way. Training should be conducted

with those that are motivated and interested in cooking. Just

because someone goes to a class doesn’t mean that they will

immediately change. Nutrition is only one part of the puzzle.

Other parts need to be developed and implemented as well.
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covers hydration. Statistics show that most firefighters show up to the firehouse already
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Pedro Caceres, Division Chief of Training/Safety, Wayne Township Fire Department
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Fire Fit Kids

What is Fire Fit Kids?

Fire Fit Kids is a program initiated by the IAFF to curb childhood obesity within fire department

communities. The Peer Fitness Trainers in the fire department expose students in the local school

systems to the benefits of regular exercise and the practice of healthy habits.

Why should a department implement a Fire Fit Kids Program?

This program can be used for many reasons. It can stimulate positive PR, future recruitment,

affect childhood obesity, and overall positive change for the community.

How will a Fire Fit Kids Program actually improve wellness

and fitness in the department?

By teaching good overall wellness habits, you can impact

future recruits and community leaders. By investing in your

community’s future generations, too prepare them to one

day take your place.

What are some tips that will help departments achieve

success with Fire Fit Kids?

With all the ways that negative publicity can affect fire

departments, it is important to take control and create

strategies for positive publicity. With this mindset, Fire Fit

Kids will become a bigger priority for the department.

For more information, contact Public Safety Medical at PublicSafetyMed.com.

Major contributor:

Jim Noll, Division District Chief and Health & Safety Officer, Fort Wayne Fire Department
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Fitness Equipment

What is the purpose of having fitness equipment at each station?

Having fitness equipment available at the fire station allows firefighters to work out while on duty.

Since firefighters typically work 24-hour shifts, it can be difficult to get into a work-out rhythm unless

the equipment is available for firefighters to utilize while on duty. A cheaper alternative to having

fitness equipment at the station is to purchase gym memberships for your personnel. However,

the effectiveness of this is limited by the time available for your personnel to workout at the gym.

Why should a fire department purchase fitness equipment for each station?

By purchasing equipment, firefighters have an opportunity to work on their strength. If you are able

to provide workout routines that improve muscular strength, this initiative can have great strides in

reducing worker’s compensation expenses. Injuries most often eat away at budget, and the

worker’s compensation savings should be able to pay for the equipment. Also, if a firefighter

needs time off due to an injury, this has a high cost on the department as well. A department can

rarely go wrong when working to reduce injuries.

How will fitness equipment actually improve

wellness and fitness in the department?

As mentioned above, workout equipment can

have a very positive effect on muscular

strength which is a major component of fitness.

Improved muscular strength allows a firefighter

to improve his or her ability to serve and

protect. It also gives confidence to the public.

Finally, improved muscular strength can

reduce injuries overall in the department.

What are some tips for departments seeking to establish an exercise room?

There has never been fitness equipment purchased that has improved the muscular strength for an

individual that doesn’t use it. Participation is a very important key towards getting a return on your

fitness equipment investment. Utilize peer fitness trainers to build fitness incentives or

competitions for those that use the equipment purchased. Also, when purchasing equipment,

include your peer fitness trainers or fitness-minded folks when selecting the equipment.

For more information, contact Public Safety Medical at PublicSafetyMed.com.
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On-Duty Exercise

What is an On-Duty Exercise program?

An on-duty exercise program is one that allows firefighters and first responders to exercise while

on duty, whether at the fire station or outside. It can either be mandatory or strongly recommended

and incentivized.

Why should a department implement an On-Duty Exercise program?

An on duty exercise program is beneficial to the department, the personnel and the community that

we serve. The department benefits by having personnel that are fit for duty, have a decreased

number of injuries and a decreased number of worker’s compensation claims. The personnel

benefit for the same reasons as the department. Another benefit / goal that the personnel receive

is a prolonged and much deserved retirement because they are choosing to have a healthy and fit

lifestyle. The community benefits by having a fire department that is fit and ready to respond when

needed.

How will an On-Duty Exercise program actually improve wellness and fitness in the department?

An on-duty exercise program will allow for time in the day for personnel to exercise while at work.

This program may also help in creating peer pressure for those that do not currently participate in

an exercise program. Some have the mentality that if the time is not provided for them then they

will not make the time for it. By providing the time, this creates the opportunity for personnel to

choose a healthy lifestyle.

What are some tips that will help departments establish an On-Duty Exercise program?

The program needs to be supported by the administration. Providing the necessary equipment for

a decent exercise program is also important. This does not mean that we have to provide every

piece of equipment known to man. Create a policy that encourages participation and

documentation that reflects participation. Encourage Officer’s to provide their people with a daily

schedule, allowing them to know what is going on so that they can determine what time will be best

for them to get in a good workout.

For more information, contact Public Safety Medical at PublicSafetyMed.com.

Major contributor:

Brian Lott, Deputy Fire Chief, Fishers Fire Department
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Fitness Incentives

What is a fitness incentives program?

A fitness incentives program is a program that recognizes firefighters and first responders through

monetary rewards or prizes due to participation and goal achievement in health programs. For

incentives that recognize participation, they should not be tied to participation in mandatory

programs like annual physicals. Instead, they should be tied to voluntary programs.

Why should a department implement a fitness incentives program?

It costs the department to implement the program, but if individuals are staying fit and healthy, they

can see a cost savings in health insurance. The department will spend much more on medical

claims if there is no incentive.

How will a fitness incentives program actually improve wellness and fitness in the department?

Firefighters will improve their overall health with a wellness-fitness program. However, if they are

rewarded for their success efforts, then they are even more incentivized to continue. People

usually work harder at goals that get recognized.

What are some tips that will help departments achieve success with a fitness incentives program?

Include your personnel when setting up the incentive program. They will have some good

suggestions and comments that you might not think about. Also, have incentives for participation

as well as goal achievement. For many, participation is their first step. Finally, think carefully

through the health and fitness criterion that gets rewarded. Choose the criterion that has the

greatest impact on preventing disease and injury most common in the fire service.

For more information, contact Public Safety Medical at PublicSafetyMed.com.

Major contributor:

Gerald George, Fire Chief, Pike Township Fire Department
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Infectious Disease Control Program

What is an infectious disease control program?

An infectious disease control program is focused on preventing and treating infectious diseases

found in the fire service.

Why should a department implement an infectious disease control program?

According to the IAFF, out of all medical disabilities, 1 in 9 are due to infectious diseases.

Infectious diseases can have a significant impact on the firefighter. It can also have a significant

impact on the municipal budget. A department is responsible for the lifetime medical costs for

duty-related diseases. According to a Harvard Study, the lifetime cost of paying for HIV treatment

is over $600,000.

How will an infectious disease control actually improve wellness and fitness in the department?

Just by the nature of the job, firefighters are at risk for infectious diseases. If your department does

first response for medical runs, this threat can become even more prevalent. By educating,

vaccinating, training, and treating firefighters, infectious diseases will become less of a threat to the

health of the firefighter, as well as to the department budget.

What are some tips that will help departments establish an infectious disease control program?

Education is the first step to preventing infectious diseases. Print off a few articles regarding

common infectious diseases in the fire service, and circulate them in the department. A little

education can go a long way. Also, create a protocol of quick evaluation and treatment upon

exposure. The faster the evaluation, the better chance at treating an exposure before it leads to

disease.

For more information, contact Public Safety Medical at PublicSafetyMed.com or consult NFPA

1581 at NFPA.org.
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Behavior Modification Program

What is a behavior modification program?

A behavior modification program is a program that helps modify the lifestyle habits of your

personnel that may increase the risk of disease and injury. One example of a behavior

modification program is having a “Biggest Loser” competition in your department that inspires

weight loss.

Why should a department implement a behavior modification program?

With the high number of firefighter fatalities from heart attack and stroke, it is imperative that you

do all you can to take care of your personnel. This is important so they are in shape to handle the

day to day emergencies that they face and also to enjoy retirement without illness.

How will a behavior modification program

actually improve wellness and fitness in the

department?

When departments implement a behavior

modification program, they usually see a huge

mental shift in the organization in regards to

wellness/fitness. Peer pressure is a great way

to encourage and challenge each other. No

one wants to be the only person in the recliner

when everyone else is working out. This

change resonates through departments that

implement a behavior modification program, and ultimately creates a more healthy organization.

What are some tips that will help departments achieve success with a behavior modification

program?

The “Biggest Loser” idea is simple. You do not need any equipment to get started. Just walk

around the fire station, use simple fire department training skills to burn calories, watch your food

intake, find an accountability partner to help keep you on track, create goals and objectives, and

celebrate small successes on the way. If you provide this checklist to your personnel, they should

be well on their way to success. We did, and the winner in the male division lost 50 pounds while

the winner in the female division lost 40 pounds.

For more information, contact Public Safety Medical at PublicSafetyMed.com.

Major contributor:

Joel Thacker, Chief of Training, White River Township Fire Department
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Grants and Funding

What is an “Assistance to Firefighters Grant?”

FEMA offers grants to fire departments across the US for various reasons. One of their grant

options is the Assistance to Firefighters Grant (AFG). The main goal is to help “meet the

firefighting and emergency response needs of fire departments and nonaffiliated emergency

medical service organizations.”

Why should a department pursue an “Assistance to Firefighters Grant?”

One of the categories that FEMA’s Assistance to Firefighters Grant covers is Wellness and Fitness.

FEMA recognizes that by improving wellness and fitness, departments are able to better meet

firefighting and emergency response needs.

What are some tips that will help departments achieve success when applying for an Assistance to

Firefighters Grant?

Even though there is no way to guarantee success, there are a few things that will help a

department’s success for landing a grant from FEMA. They include the following:

1. Ensure that the program you are recommending is based off of the IAFF/IAFC Wellness-

Fitness Initiative.

2. Develop a clear “problem” of why your city/region needs a wellness and fitness program.

3. Clarify that this program has mandatory participation.

4. Communicate what your wellness-fitness program will look like after the grant funding runs

out.

5. Incorporate some type of physical agility evaluations for candidates such as the CPAT.

6. Express the desire to have IAFF Peer Fitness Trainers, as well as their role on educating

and training personnel as a support to your program.

7. Ensure you have some type of behavioral health component to assistant personnel that

have been exposed to traumatic situations.

8. Clearly list out each component of your program as well as a justification for funding that

component.

9. Look at the grant narratives of neighboring departments that have successfully been

awarded a grant for their wellness-fitness program as a guide when writing your grant.

There are many other tips that may help your chances of landing a grant, but these nine above are

a great starting point.

For more information, contact Public Safety Medical at PublicSafetyMed.com or visit FEMA at

FEMA.gov/Firegrants
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Where to Start: Implementation Path

What is an implementation path?

For departments who want to start or enhance their wellness-fitness program, this page lists out

sequential steps on what program to add, based off of what your program currently has in place.

The recommendation is that a department start off with OSHA respirator clearance physicals. After

that, the department should consider implementation of the IAFF/IAFC Wellness-Fitness Initiative.

Finally, a department should evaluate the merits of a work performance evaluation. These three

programs create a foundation for supplemental programs listed below.

Wellness Fitness

For more information, contact Public Safety Medical at PublicSafetyMed.com.

OSHA Respirator
Clearance Physicals

IAFF/IAFC Wellness-
Fitness Initiative Physicals

Work Performance
Evaluation

Infectious
Disease
Control

Program

Behavior
Modification

Program

Tobacco
Cessation
Program

Cooking
School/

Nutrition
Class

Fitness
Equipment

IAFF Peer
Fitness

Trainers

On Duty
Exercise

Fitness
Incentives

Fire Fit Kids
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Additional Resources

Cyanide

Fire Smoke Coalition

 www.firesmoke.org

Cancer

Firefighter Cancer Support Network

 www.firefightercancersupport.org

Fitness Improvement/ Injury Reduction

IAFF/IAFC Wellness Fitness Initiative

 http://www.iaff.org/hs/wfiresource/default.html

NFPA 1583

 http://www.nfpa.org/AboutTheCodes

ACE

 http://www.acefitness.org/getcertified/certification_iaff.aspx

Heart Disease

IAFF/IAFC Wellness-Fitness Initiative

 http://www.iaff.org/hs/wfiresource/default.html

Heart Healthy Firefighter (NVFC)

 http://www.healthy-firefighter.org/

Infectious Diseases

IAFF Infectious Diseases

 http://www.iaff.org/hs/resi/infdis/whnjs.htm

NFPA 1581

 http://www.nfpa.org/aboutthecodes

Wellness-Fitness Programs

IAFF/IAFC Wellness-Fitness Initiative

 http://www.iaff.org/hs/wfiresource/default.html

NFPA 1582

 http://www.nfpa.org/aboutthecodes

Heart Healthy Firefighter (NVFC)

 http://www.healthy-firefighter.org/


